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Anti-regime protests have grown and become more organized in Suwayda Province while declining in 
the rest of Syria. Suwayda Province has become the well-organized center of the anti-regime protest 

movement as organizers demonstrate a greater ability to direct and sustain constant demonstrations 
and issue new demands. ISW recorded two instances of limited regime intimidation in Suwayda Province 
such as threats and firing into the air throughout the movement.1 Regime suppression and a lack of 

organizational networks outside the province have resulted in a decline in protest span, frequency, and 
turnout, however. ISW recorded 11 protests in the rest of regime-held Syria between August 29 and 
September 4 compared to 43 during the previous week.2 This updates ISW’s assessment that anti-

regime protests are gaining traction in Syria and that the protests could expand during the coming 
weeks. 

• Thousands of demonstrators gathered in Suwayda City on September 1 in the province’s largest 
anti-regime gathering since the 2011 Arab Spring.3 Since September 2, protesters have begun to 
extend demonstrations late into the night and have set up tents and large banners.4 Suwayda 

protest groups released demands that include the creation of an autonomous region in 
southern Syria and freedom from the Baath Party.5 Not all community and protest leaders 
support the demands, however.6    

• Regime force suppressed demonstrations outside of Suwayda Province by arresting protesters, 
increased security patrols, and live fire.7 Most of the regime suppression efforts in Daraa, Deir ez 

Zor, Homs, and Rif Dimashq provinces occurred shortly after protests broke out last month.8 
Demonstrations in eastern Syria halted as protest areas became active conflict zones when Arab 
tribes in Deir ez Zor Province began a full-scale revolt against the Syrian Democratic Forces on 

August 30.9 

• Demonstrations in Daraa Province have not displayed signs of consistent organization, such as 

centralized or coordinated demonstrations and issuing protest demands. The online 
countrywide Tenth of August movement has adopted new anonymous campaigns since the start 
of the protest but has not demonstrated a wider ability to organize a sustained civil 

disobedience movement.10 The anonymous campaign indicates the participants’ current 
unwillingness to assume significant risk on behalf of the movement. 

Demonstrations are occurring in areas of Syria that the regime does not control and outside the 

country, which could blunt regime efforts to degrade and halt support for the anti-regime protests in 
Suwayda. Syrians held demonstrations supporting Suwayda occurred in territory held by opposition, 

Kurdish, and Turkish-backed forces on September 1.11 Some demonstrations merged pro-Suwayda 
chants with unrelated messages about the Arab tribes’ revolt in eastern Syria, however.12 The Syrian 
diaspora in the Golan Heights, a refugee camp on the Syrian border, and multiple European cities have 

also held demonstrations in support of those inside Syria in the past week.13 
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Syrian protests reduced their span between August 29 and September 4 as compared to the previous week. Demonstrations clustered in southern Syria and in 
non-regime held territory in northwest Syria. The retained high turnout but reduced spread in Suwayda Province is likely a result of better organization there.
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